Abstract

Nonverbal messages (NM) such as speakers’ facial expressions and speed of speech are essential for face-to-face communication, and they can be regarded as implicit knowledge as they are usually not included in existing dialogue understanding or generation tasks. This paper introduces the task of extracting NMs in written text and generating NMs for spoken text. Previous studies merely focus on extracting NMs from relatively small-scale well-structured corpora such as movie scripts wherein NMs are enclosed in parentheses by scriptwriters, which greatly decreases the difficulty of extraction. To enable extracting NMs from unstructured corpora, we annotate the first NM extraction dataset for Chinese based on novels and develop three baselines to extract single-span or multi-span NM of a target utterance from its surrounding context. Furthermore, we use the extractors to extract 749K (context, utterance, NM) triples from Chinese novels and investigate whether we can use them to improve NM generation via semi-supervised learning. Experimental results demonstrate that the automatically extracted triples can serve as high-quality augmentation data of clean triples extracted from scripts to generate more relevant, fluent, valid, and factually consistent NMs than the purely supervised generator, and the resulting generator can in turn help Chinese dialogue understanding tasks such as dialogue machine reading comprehension and emotion classification by simply adding the predicted “unspoken” NM to each utterance or narrative in inputs.

1 Introduction

Nonverbal messages (NM), such as facial expressions, body movements, and tones of voice, can complement or modify verbal messages as well as improve the teamwork efficiency (Breazeal et al., 2005) and effectiveness of face-to-face communication (Phutela, 2015). These messages are usually not explicitly mentioned in the transcribed verbal messages as the dialogue participants share most of the NMs via other modalities, and NMs are also seldom included in existing text-based dialogue tasks that mainly focus on verbal messages (Csaky and Recski, 2021). Though human readers can infer missing NMs based on their own knowledge, machines still have difficulty understanding the meanings behind and beyond the words (Zhang et al., 2018) and automatically decide what nonverbal behaviors they should display in interactions (Sauder and Nejat, 2019). We focus on text-based NM extraction and generation, an important step towards reaching the ultimate goal of bridging the human-machine implicit knowledge gap.

One of the most relevant text resources for nonverbal messages is TV and movie scripts. Generally, scripts are written in a standard format: for example, NMs of their corresponding utterances are enclosed in parentheses (e.g., ELIZABETH (ironically) “With five thousand a year, it would not matter if he had a big pink face.” and MR DARCY (shakes his head) “You know how I test it.”), which usually describe what can be seen or heard by the audience beyond the verbal messages. Based on the well-defined screenplay structures, it is relatively easy to use heuristics to extract utterances and their NMs from scripts (Vassiliou, 2006). However, in scripts, only a small percentage (∼10.5% (Section 6.2)) of utterances are followed by NMs, and existing public script corpora are usually small-scale even for resource-rich English (e.g., 1,276 movies (Gorinski and Lapata, 2015) and 917 movies (Gorinski and Lapata, 2018)).

In contrast, novels also contain rich NMs via the words of the writers alongside what their characters speak, and thousands of novels have already been adapted into scripts (mainly by professional scriptwriters). Besides, we observe that the density of NMs in novels is higher than that of scripts (∼67.4% based on the annotated corpus (Sec-
tion 3.2)), indicating the potential of leveraging novels for NM extraction. Therefore, we are interested in whether we can use this unstructured resource to alleviate the NM data scarcity problem, which hinders the full utilization of deep neural models. As this direction is still unexplored, we first define the task as extracting one or multiple spans from the surrounding context of the target utterance and annotate NME, the first Nonverbal Message Extraction dataset based on three Chinese novels (Jia et al., 2021) containing 4K (context, utterance, NM) triples. Furthermore, we design three baselines (pattern, extractive, and generative) to extract NMs and evaluate them on NME.

Another question is whether we can leverage unlabeled novel corpora to automatically construct data for improving NM generation. To investigate this question, we first use the trained extractors to extract 749K pseudo-labeled triples from several hundreds of Chinese novels and train generators based on different backbone models to generate a nonverbal message given one target utterance and its context. Experiments show that these triples can serve as high-quality augmentation data of clean triples extracted from well-structured scripts to generate more relevant, fluent, valid, and factually consistent NMs. Furthermore, our semi-supervised generators can in turn help Chinese dialogue and narrative understanding tasks that lack NMs such as the dialogue subset of a machine reading comprehension dataset C$^3$ (Sun et al., 2020) and emotion classification EWECT by simply adding the generated “unspoken” NMs to each utterance or narrative in inputs, showing their usefulness.

The contributions of this paper are as follows.

- We design and annotate the first NM extraction dataset based on unstructured corpora.
- We design several strong nonverbal message extraction and generation baselines upon different backbone models to serve as a foundation for further work.\textsuperscript{2}
- We extract large-scale (context, utterance, NM) data from unlabeled unstructured corpora using the NM extractors and demonstrate the usefulness of the data for improving the performance of NM generation.
- Experimental results show that NM generators can in turn help dialogue understanding tasks.

\textsuperscript{2}We will release our code, annotated data, guidelines, parsed scripts, and models fine-tuned on the novel data at https://github.com/yudiandorias/nm.

2 Related Work

2.1 Nonverbal Message Extraction

Previous studies design patterns (Vassiliou, 2006; Wang, 2017; Sun et al., 2022) or language-specific features (Agarwal et al., 2014) to identify NMs, utterances, and speakers from well-structured (or semi-structured (Murtagh et al., 2009)) scripts in which NMs can be relatively easily extracted based on screenplay formats. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work studying the automatic extraction of NMs from unstructured corpora.

2.2 Nonverbal Message Utilization

NMs such as facial expressions and body postures are used to facilitate tasks such as dialogue act classification (Ha et al., 2012), deception detection (Pérez-Rosas et al., 2015; Soldner et al., 2019), and text-to-speech (Kim et al., 2021). However, these messages are either pre-defined or converted based on recorded videos, making it resource-consuming to collect data and challenging to scale up for other applications. NMs extracted from scripts have been shown to be useful for tasks that require dialogue understanding such as machine reading comprehension and relation extraction (Sun et al., 2020). This work is the first attempt to use NMs extracted from unstructured data for both understanding and generation tasks.

3 NM Extraction Data Construction

As there is no public dataset in any language for identifying NMs in unstructured corpora, we first introduce our NM annotation guidelines and analysis of our annotated dataset NME.

3.1 Annotation Guidelines and Procedure

The annotation task is designed to select one or multiple spans (can be non-adjacent) from surrounding texts of a given utterance, as we aim to simplify the annotation task by copying the writers’ words and avoid the annotators’ interpretations that can be inaccurate. Since there can exist several NMs in the context, we only keep those that occur a short time before the utterance is spoken or at the same time, as they are more relevant to the target utterance (more examples in Appendix A.3). The speakers of utterances should not be included in the selected spans. In addition, we do not annotate relatively uninformative NM that only contains one or multiple of the three common speech verbs alone “说” and “道” (both means “said”) and
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“問” (“asked”). However, for consistent annotations, we ask the annotators to include these speech verbs when they appear after other NMs such as “搖头道” (“shook head and said”) and “笑道” (“smiled and said”). As an utterance may have a relatively uninformative NM or not be surrounded by any narrative texts, the annotated NM can be empty such as the last utterance “Our enmity is as deep as the ocean...” in Table 1.3

Table 1: Example in the annotated nonverbal message extraction dataset NME (DOC: document. TU: target utterance. NM: nonverbal message. - - : omitted words).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOC</th>
<th>“天機不可泄漏。似聞甚明？那是他天機，莫要不作的謊。他...他躲在那裡？是在崑崙的光明頂么？我這就親去也。”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marjue Shitai, with a furious expression on her face, said: “What Ming Cult? The Demon Cult is ferocious and inhuman, there are no evil deeds that they do not do. Where... where is he hiding now? Is he at Guang Ming Peak in the Kunlun Mountains? I'm going to look for him.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>记得笑道：“他说，他们明朝...”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ji Xiaofu said: “He said he is the Ming Cult’s...”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>天機不可泄漏。似聞甚明？那是他天機，莫要不作的謊。他...他躲在那裡？是在崑崙的光明頂么？我這就親去也。”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marjue Shitai said: “It’s too dangerous. We can’t go there.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaofu said: “Yes. He said he is the Demon Cult’s leader. Ordinarily, he would be at Guang Ming Peak but the last few years, there has been internal discord and fighting within the Cult. So he no longer lives on Guang Ming Peak to prevent people from thinking he wants to be the Cult Leader...”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>天機不可泄漏。似聞甚明？那是他天機，莫要不作的謊。他...他躲在那裡？是在崑崙的光明頂么？我這就親去也。”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>记得笑道：“他说，他们明朝...”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ji Xiaofu said: “He said he is the Ming Cult’s...”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>天機不可泄漏。似聞甚明？那是他天機，莫要不作的謊。他...他躲在那裡？是在崑崙的光明頂么？我這就親去也。”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marjue Shitai said: “Our enmity is as deep as the ocean! Your Eldest Martial Uncle Cicong Zi was angered to death by the great demon Yang Xiao.”—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We construct unannotated NM data based on a public speaker identification dataset JY (Jia et al., 2021) in which three novels are involved. We simply use the annotated target utterance, its labeled speaker, and ten-sentence context (five sentences before/after the utterance) without any modifications. As “speaker: utterance” are regarded as two sentences separated by “;” in the JY dataset, the actual number of sentences in the context should be smaller than ten. Each triple (example in Table 1) is annotated by two annotators, and all annotators are Chinese native speakers. On average, each triple costs 0.30 RMB ($0.04) (more discussions in Ethical Considerations). For inter-annotation agreement (IAA) computation, when there are multiple annotated spans, we concatenate them into one span. IAA for span annotation measured by exact span match (Wang et al., 2021) is 83.0% and 92.0% by F1 (Hripcsak and Rothschild, 2005). The authors check and re-annotate the triples with different annotations for the final version.

3.2 Data Statistics and Analysis

The writers of novels tend to omit the NM when the utterance or the context is self-explanatory. Besides, triples with relatively uninformative NMs are discarded. Therefore, we only keep 67.4% of the annotated utterances, and each triple corresponds to one or multiple non-empty nonverbal messages (see discussions in Limitations). We report the data statistics in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>metric</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number of training triples</td>
<td>3,791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of development triples</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average/max length (in characters) of context</td>
<td>148 / 490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average/max length (in characters) of NM</td>
<td>4.7 / 33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: NME Statistics ("*": exclude target utterance).

To examine the fine-grained types of NMs, we review the literature, analyze the annotated spans, and finally categorize them into thirteen sub-types (Table 3). See detailed definitions for each type and more examples in Appendix A.2. An NM may belong to multiple sub-types. For example, “陰笑” (“put up a smiling face in order to please or pla-
“cate somebody”) indicate both a facial expression and an intention, and “均想” (“both think”) shows both the number of speakers and the addressee. As shown in Figure 2, the two most frequent types are VOCAL-RELATED (e.g., pitch, volume, and speed) and KINESICS (i.e., body movement and facial expression), which are more expressive than other types such as INTENTION and therefore more likely to support downstream applications in other modalities such as speech and vision.

![Figure 2: Distribution of nonverbal message types.](image)

### 4 Nonverbal Message Extraction

This section introduces three NM extraction baselines (pattern-based, extractive, and generative) and how to use the extractors and unstructured corpora to construct large-scale pseudo-labeled NM data.

#### 4.1 Pattern-Based Method

Based on the annotation guideline (Section 3.1), we can remove from considerations speaker names and utterances when we extract NMs. As the writers’ own observations that may contain NMs take place alternating with utterances of characters (Poyatos, 1977), we assume that an NM is very likely to appear in the same paragraph as the given target utterance. We first run a strong (∼90% in F1) extractive speaker identification model (Yu et al., 2022) over the paragraph to identify the speaker of the target utterance. As utterance annotations are unavailable in unlabeled novels, we use double quotation marks to segment utterances and regard the first one as the target utterance. Then we remove all utterances and the speaker from the paragraph, separated the remaining context by commas, and use the last span as the NM of the target utterance to reduce noise. For example, given a paragraph “Miejue Shitai shouted ‘Demon Cult!’”, our pattern-based extractor extracts “shouted” as the NM of the underlined utterance. However, this method will inevitably suffer from relatively low recall (e.g., 63.1% in macro-averaged recall on the dev set of NME). For example, given the context of E6 in Table 3, both “heart was relieved” and “thought” should be regarded as NMs while this method can only extract “thought”.

#### 4.2 Extractive Method

As a nonverbal message mention must be a one or multiple spans in the context surrounding the target utterance, we consider an extractive machine reading comprehension (MRC) formulation (Devlin et al., 2019) that originally aims to extract an answer of a given question from a document.

We regard the target utterance as the question and regard the surrounding context of as well as as document . The ground truth nonverbal message of is treated as the answer . We follow previous work to concatenate a special token [CLS], tokens in , a special token [SEP], and tokens in as the input sequence. Two vectors and are introduced to represent the estimated probabilities of each token in to be the start or end token of the correct answer span that appears in , respectively. Let and denote the start offset and end offset of , respectively. We optimize the extractive model with parameters by minimizing where represents the set of NM extraction instances, and is defined as:

\[
L(t, \theta) = - \log p_{\text{start}}(a_{\text{start}} | t) - \log p_{\text{end}}(a_{\text{end}} | t). \quad (1)
\]

However, this classical extractive architecture can only extract a single span from the context, though there are some attempts (e.g., (Segal et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020)) to extend it to extract multiple spans. For those instances with multiple NMs, we simply use the longest common substring of the context and the concatenation of these NMs as the actual answers for training and the original labels for validation. We introduce multi-span formulation in the following subsection.

#### 4.3 Generative Method

To address the single-span limitation of the above extractive method, we regard nonverbal message extraction as a text-to-text task (Raffel et al., 2020): the extractor is fed the surrounding context of the target utterance and is asked to generate the NM of this utterance. For NMs that are a set of non-contiguous spans, we concatenate them using commas to form the ground truth labels.
We follow previous work to minimize a corruption objective $\sum_{t \in T} L(t, \theta_e, \theta_d)$ to train an encoder-decoder model over data $T$:

$$L(t, \theta_e, \theta_d) = -\log p(y_t | x_t),$$

where output $y_t$ is the NM of the given utterance in instance $t$, input $x_t$ is the surrounding context of this utterance, and $\theta_e$ and $\theta_d$ represent the parameters for the encoder and decoder, respectively. In the input sequence, the preceding/following context is separated by special tokens [SEP]. We experiment with different types of input (Table 4). Despite its advantage of extracting multi-span messages, compared with the faithful NMs extracted by the pattern-based and extractive methods, generative methods may have hallucination issues. See more discussions in Section 6.3.

### 4.4 Large-Scale Weak Data Construction

We use the pattern-based extractor and the speaker identification model (Section 4.1) to extract (context, utterance, NM) candidates with non-empty NMs from hundreds of novels. For data quality control, we discard those instances whose NMs have more than nine characters or are relatively uninformative (defined in Section 3.1). Note if the paragraph before the target utterance also contains utterances, we use their speaker and the last utterance (separated by a colon) as the context to make the data format consistent with that of scripts. If no utterance exists in the previous paragraph, all the content of the paragraph is used as context. To obtain the NMs extracted by the trained extractive and generative extractors, which are used to replace pattern-based NMs in (context, utterance, NM) triples, we use the paragraph that includes the target utterance and its previous paragraph as context for inference. In summary, we construct the same number of (context, utterance, NM) triples using each of the three extraction methods introduced in this section to extract corresponding NMs.

### 5 Nonverbal Message Generation

#### 5.1 Method

Given a history context sequence that contains $k$ utterances or narratives $U = \{u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_k\}$, the task aims to generate a natural language nonverbal message $n = \{n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_m\}$ for speaker of the $k$-th utterance $u_k$, where $m$ denotes the maximum possible number of words in the NM. The probability of the NM is formulated as:

$$p(n | U) = \prod_{i=1}^{m} p(n_i | U, n_1, \ldots, n_{i-1})$$

Similar to the generative extraction method (Section 4.3), we adopt the text-to-text formulation and train the generator with a maximum likelihood to predict the target sequence.

#### 5.2 Training Paradigm with Automatically Constructed Data

To leverage the weakly-labeled nonverbal message generation instances constructed by extraction methods introduced in Section 4.4, we conduct
two-stage fine-tuning, which has been widely used in previous semi-supervised studies to reduce the impact of noise (Xie et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2022): we first fine-tune a generator on the combination of the clean and weak-labeled data and then fine-tune the resulting generator on the clean data alone.

6 Experiment

6.1 Implementations

For the extractive baselines, we consider both encoder-only (RoBERTa-wwm-ext-large and MacBERT, both released by Cui et al. (2021)) and encoder-decoder models (T5base (Zhao et al., 2019), BARTlarge (Shao et al., 2021), and DialBARTlarge). Note that DialBARTlarge (HIT-TMG, 2022) is obtained by fine-tuning BARTlarge (Shao et al., 2021) on LUGE dialogue (Section 6.2). The above encoder-decoder models are also used for generative NM extractors and NM generators. We discard the tokens from the bottom of the input if its length exceeds the maximum model sequence length. We conduct experiments on eight NVIDIA-V100 32GB GPUs. Appendix A.8 introduces the models’ details (Table 19), hyper-parameters (Table 18) for each task, and evaluation metrics. We run each experiment five times with different random seeds.

6.2 Datasets

Script: we use Chinese scripts to construct clean NM generation data. We collect scripts from a script website\(^4\) ONLY available for research and non-commercial use and keep 454 scripts after filtering those with format issues. We introduce more details about how to parse scripts in Appendix A.1 as this is not this work’s main contribution and has been widely explored in the literature. We use triples extracted from non-overlapped scripts as training and dev sets to avoid data leakage. The most recent 50 scripts are used for the dev set.

Novel: we collect 521 Chinese novels from Yuewen for weak-labeled NM generation data construction (Section 4.4). Due to copyright restrictions, the novels will not be directly released. We experiment with two weak NM generation data of different sizes: Novel (397K) and NovelL (749K), and Novel is a subset of NovelL.

Commonsense Knowledge (CSK): a context-utterance-NM triple can somehow be regarded as a piece of commonsense knowledge, as they both are usually ignored and assumed to be known without being told. Thus, we use the human-annotated argument pairs such as ("someone holds an umbrella", “it is raining”) in the Chinese set of commonsense knowledge ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2017) by regarding the two arguments as the input and the NM, respectively. The context is left empty.

LUGE\(_{\text{dialogue}}\): it contains four Chinese dialogue datasets: Chinese Persona Chat (CPC)\(^5\), LCCC (Wang et al., 2020), Emotional STC (ESTC) (Zhou et al., 2018), and KdConv (Zhou et al., 2020). We indirectly use LUGE\(_{\text{dialogue}}\) by using DialBARTlarge that is fine-tuned on this dataset as the backbone model to study the usefulness of dialogue generation datasets for NM generation.

C\(_{\text{D}}\) and EWECT\(^6\): for dialogue/narrative understanding tasks, we consider a multiple-choice MRC dataset C\(_{\text{D}}\) and an emotion classification dataset EWECT (the general-domain version) to investigate the impact of introducing generated NMs into dialogue tasks without NMs. We provide the detailed data statistics in Table 12 (Appendix A.4).

6.3 NM Extraction Evaluation

Supervised extractors outperform the pattern-based method (Table 4). We find that including the target utterance in the input hurts the performance of generative methods even though the utterance boundary is indicated by [SEP]. Methods such as increasing the training data size (clean or noisy) of NME may help models learn to focus on the writers’ words for identifying NMs. The length distribution of the NMs extracted by our supervised extractors is very similar to that of the clean NMs in Script. Note that the sharp drop in the pattern-based NM distribution is caused by the length constraint we set for weak data construction (Section 4.4). We also find that the generative models underperform in instances with multiple NMs (Appendix A.3).

6.4 NM Generation Evaluation

For the majority baseline, we use the most frequent NM (1.03%), “笑” (“smile”), in the training set of the Script as the NMs for all utterances. We notice a model pre-fine-tuned on dialogue generation datasets LUGE\(_{\text{dialogue}}\) performs better on NM generation (6 vs. 4 in Table 5). For semi-supervised training, we experiment with two backbone models (T5\(_\text{base}\) and DialBARTlarge) and see consistent gains (10 vs. 3) (15/18 vs. 6) over the purely super-

\(^4\)https://www.1bianju.com.

\(^5\)https://www.luge.ai.

\(^6\)https://smp2020ewect.github.io.
Table 4: The nonverbal message extraction performance on the NME dataset (cat: concatenation; context1: context before the target utterance; context2: context after the target utterance; EM: exact match).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>training data/method</th>
<th>model</th>
<th>type</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>ROUGE-1↑</th>
<th>ROUGE-L↑</th>
<th>DIST-1↑</th>
<th>DIST-2↑</th>
<th>ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>majority</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSK (Gpee et al., 2017)</td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>indirect</td>
<td>1.94 (0.15)</td>
<td>2.01 (0.16)</td>
<td>1.99 (0.16)</td>
<td>10.05 (2.17)</td>
<td>17.44 (2.61)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Script mean</td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>direct</td>
<td>7.29 (1.26)</td>
<td>7.73 (1.35)</td>
<td>7.62 (1.13)</td>
<td>7.47 (4.07)</td>
<td>15.32 (0.82)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel baseline</td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>semi</td>
<td>7.58 (0.23)</td>
<td>8.59 (0.23)</td>
<td>8.40 (0.25)</td>
<td>9.03 (0.25)</td>
<td>22.32 (0.62)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel baseline =&gt; Script mean</td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>semi</td>
<td>7.53 (0.25)</td>
<td>8.18 (0.26)</td>
<td>8.08 (0.28)</td>
<td>10.01 (0.25)</td>
<td>22.32 (0.82)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel baseline =&gt; Script mean</td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>semi</td>
<td>7.83 (0.37)</td>
<td>8.44 (0.37)</td>
<td>8.33 (0.35)</td>
<td>10.37 (0.40)</td>
<td>22.76 (0.54)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel baseline =&gt; Script mean</td>
<td>DialBART large</td>
<td>semi</td>
<td>7.87 (0.25)</td>
<td>8.50 (0.28)</td>
<td>8.40 (0.27)</td>
<td>10.15 (0.62)</td>
<td>21.15 (1.43)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel baseline =&gt; Script mean</td>
<td>DialBART large</td>
<td>semi</td>
<td>7.77 (0.17)</td>
<td>8.44 (0.21)</td>
<td>8.34 (0.17)</td>
<td>10.44 (0.46)</td>
<td>21.28 (0.66)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel baseline =&gt; Script mean</td>
<td>DialBART large</td>
<td>semi</td>
<td>7.95 (0.22)</td>
<td>8.68 (0.25)</td>
<td>8.56 (0.24)</td>
<td>10.45 (0.42)</td>
<td>21.80 (0.95)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel baseline (L) =&gt; Script mean</td>
<td>DialBART large</td>
<td>semi</td>
<td>8.05 (0.24)</td>
<td>8.71 (0.25)</td>
<td>8.60 (0.25)</td>
<td>10.02 (0.36)</td>
<td>20.90 (0.78)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel baseline (L) =&gt; Script mean</td>
<td>DialBART large</td>
<td>semi</td>
<td>7.87 (0.18)</td>
<td>8.55 (0.16)</td>
<td>8.44 (0.18)</td>
<td>10.62 (0.42)</td>
<td>21.39 (0.92)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel baseline (L) =&gt; Script mean</td>
<td>DialBART large</td>
<td>semi</td>
<td>8.15 (0.28)</td>
<td>8.54 (0.29)</td>
<td>8.72 (0.28)</td>
<td>10.22 (0.30)</td>
<td>21.64 (0.99)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: The nonverbal generation average performance and standard deviation on the dev set of the Script (→: two-stage fine-tuning (Section 5.2). x: as DialBART large is pre-fine-tuned on LUGEDialogue).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>ROUGE-1↑</th>
<th>ROUGE-L↑</th>
<th>DIST-2↑</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>u_k-1, u_k</td>
<td>4.83 (0.23)</td>
<td>5.28 (0.26)</td>
<td>40.01 (0.82)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u_k-2, u_k-1, u_k</td>
<td>4.77 (0.23)</td>
<td>5.05 (0.24)</td>
<td>6.11 (0.43)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u_k-1, s_k, w_k</td>
<td>4.78 (0.22)</td>
<td>5.24 (0.23)</td>
<td>38.50 (1.11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u_k-1, s_k, w_k</td>
<td>4.85 (0.23)</td>
<td>5.28 (0.25)</td>
<td>41.98 (0.96)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: The impact of introducing context and speaker ID: to investigate the impact of context on NM generation, remove the context from the training instances. In

Figure 3: Length distribution of nonverbal messages extracted by scripts and our three methods.

Extracted baselines trained on Script. Introducing more weakly-labeled data is also helpful (18 vs. 15).

Although the extractive extractor outperforms the pattern-based one by a large margin on the annotated nonverbal message extraction dataset (74.9% vs. 41.6% in Table 4), this supervised baseline does not outperform the pattern-based one when used to construct weakly-labeled nonverbal message generation data. One possible reason for this could be that the extractive baseline is more likely to predict a wrong span boundary by including irrelevant long context in NMs compared with other baselines. This is also commonly seen when this formulation is used for other span extraction tasks (Gao et al., 2019). As shown in Figure 3, more than 5% of the NMs extracted from novels by the extractive baseline contain more than 20 characters, and the length inconsistency of the resulting data may hinder the training of NM generators.

The Impact of Context and Speaker ID: to investigate the impact of context on NM generation, remove the context from the training instances. In
other words, input becomes the target utterance alone. We use T5\textsubscript{base} for the ablation studies. Based on the input sequence we use in the main experiments, we additionally add extra preceding context (i.e., one narrative or utterance) or the speaker(s) of the target utterance \( u_k \). As shown in Table 6, the context before the target utterance is important for NM generation, while introducing more history context \( (u_{k-2}) \) or speaker(s) of \( u_k \) does not lead to notable performance improvement. Also, the result indicates that other dialogue-related datasets without speaker information may also be considered to be used for improving NM generation.

**Human Evaluation and Error Analysis:** we randomly sample 100 instances from the held-out set of Script and randomly shuffle the label and automatically generated NMs for each instance. Given the context, target utterance, and an NM, we ask annotators to rate each NM using the following four binary metrics: (M1) the relevance between the utterance and the NM based on the context, (M2) the fluency of the NM, (M3) the validity of the NM, and (M4) the factual consistency of the NM based on the context and utterance. Table 7 shows some negative examples for each metric. We elaborate on our evaluation guidelines and provide error analysis showing models may need more external knowledge from different resources in Appendix A.5.

For the NM generation human evaluation, the human agreement (\( \kappa \)) is measured using Cohen’s kappa (details in Appendix A.5). For all four metrics, \( \kappa = 0.55 \) (moderate agreement). When we do not consider the hallucination issue in M4 as ground truth NM label cannot be judged using this metric, \( \kappa = 0.64 \) (substantial agreement). Similar to our observations when automatic metrics are used, models trained with automatically extracted data achieve better performance over the purely supervised baseline trained with Script (Table 8).

### Table 7: Some negative examples for each metric (one may belong to multiple types) (‘originally in English).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>metrics</th>
<th>input sequence (context [SEP] target utterance)</th>
<th>prediction</th>
<th>gold label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>relevance</td>
<td>王浩：爸爸，我要结婚成家吗？ [SEP] No. I would like to see this one.</td>
<td>拿出戒指</td>
<td>看着一枚著名的戒指 ( \text{interested in an expensive ring} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluency</td>
<td>万华：沉默了，完蛋。 [SEP] 好，快吃吧，快吃饭吧。 [SEP] 拿出一个包</td>
<td>拿出一个包</td>
<td>手势形容 ( \text{describes with gestures} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>validity</td>
<td>万华：沉默了，完蛋。 [SEP] 好，快吃吧，快吃饭吧。 [SEP] 拿出一个包</td>
<td>拿出一个包</td>
<td>手势形容 ( \text{describes with gestures} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>factual consistency</td>
<td>两人走在深秋的森林中。 [SEP] 伤还没好，要不要试试我的独家秘方？</td>
<td>看着自己的手</td>
<td>拿出一条小鱼 ( \text{takes out a small fish} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 8: Human evaluation (%) on the held-out set of Script (M1: relevance, M2: fluency, M3: validity, M4: consistency, AVG4/3: average of M1–4 and M1–3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>description</th>
<th>M1↑</th>
<th>M2↑</th>
<th>M3↑</th>
<th>M4↑</th>
<th>AVG4</th>
<th>AVG3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Script\textsubscript{train}</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>69.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel\textsubscript{train} (L)</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>72.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel\textsubscript{test} (L)</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>70.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel\textsubscript{ground} (L)</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>76.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ground truth</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also study whether the predicted NMs (by different generators in Table 5) can in turn help dialogue/narrative understanding tasks. We adopt the baselines released by Zhao et al. (2019). For each utterance in the input of each instance, we add a predicted NM after the utterance and keep other settings unchanged. For example, for C3\textsubscript{D} that aims to select the correct answer option of a question based on a dialogue, one modified dialogue example (English translation) is “Female: Hey, where are you? We are all waiting for you! (hurriedly shouting) Male: Immediately, I’ll be there soon! I’ve already got off the bus, and I’m on my way to you! (hurriedly said)”. We conduct the same procedure for EWECT that aims to identify the emotional state of a writer or speaker. We see significant improvements by introducing the NMs into the original tasks (Table 9) in a human-interpretable way compared with the same implemented baseline without considering NMs, and NMs have a similar impact.
as the clean commonsense and script knowledge on the two tasks. In Appendix A.7, we show complete expanded examples for each task in Table 16 and provide error analysis for future directions.

Table 9: The accuracy (%) of introducing NMs into C_D and EWECT (mpu*: number of added NMs per utterance in the original input. RoBERTa\_LARGE: RoBERTa-wwm-ext-large. §: copied from (Sun et al., 2020) and top-1 team’s report from the EWECT website. †: p-value < 0.005. ‡: p-value < 0.05).

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This work focuses on NM extraction and generation leveraging unlabeled corpora, and experimental results show the effectiveness of our proposed methods and the usefulness of the large-scale weakly-labeled data. Future work includes improving NM extraction via semi-supervised learning, incorporating speaker profiles into NM generation, and generating both utterances and their NMs (Section A.6).
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Limitations

Scope and Generalizability: though code-switch may occur in utterances, all the datasets (NME, weak-labeled NM data, and downstream tasks) are mainly written in Chinese. Though our methods especially the supervised ones do not consider many Chinese-specific features, it is unclear to what extent the differences in grammar and culture across different languages or even within one language will impact the generalizability of empirical results and observations based on data in a single language used in this paper. In particular, it has been revealed by nonverbal communication literature (LaFrance and Mayo, 1978) that considerable culture-related differences are more likely to exist for interpersonal NMs: for example, bowing is used for showing status differences in some cultures such as Japan (Morsbach, 1973). In addition, NME is based on an existing novel dataset that involves three novels of similar genres written by a single author. Though this may decrease the difficulty of NM annotation, the diversity of NMs is relatively insufficient, which may hurt the robustness and generalization abilities of the supervised NM extractor trained on NME.

Silent NM: it is possible that an utterance is spoken without any CLEAR nonverbal messages. This work only focuses on utterances with non-empty nonverbal messages when we build clean NM extraction data (Section 3.1), and we use the pattern-based extractor as the first step of building large-scale weakly-labeled data (Section 4.4), which also helps filter instances with empty NMs.

To identify silent NMs, besides the pattern-based method in this work, the discarded instances with empty NM can be kept to train an extractor (e.g., similar to the formulation and implementation to address the unanswerable questions in machine reading comprehension tasks (Rajpurkar et al., 2018)) or generator (e.g., simply using a predefined answer such as “empty” or “none” as the NM of these instances), though this will inevitably increase the task difficulty.

Context Selection: for our NM generation experiments except for the ablation studies, we train and evaluate our models on instances with one history utterance or narrative. As the target utterance is more important for NM generation than dialogue history, this does not lead to a negative impact on the performance. However, introducing more context can facilitate annotators’ understanding to better score a generated or ground truth NM, and this is necessary if we aim to generate diverse target utterances as well as their NMs.

Human Evaluation: for each criterion, we simply ask annotators to rate 0 or 1 for a nonverbal message, as NM is shorter (e.g., a verb phrase) than the utterance outputs of dialogue generation tasks that may allow more fine-grained scales. We admit that the evaluation guidelines can be further improved.
Ethical Considerations

Based on the authors’ experience, the price is cheaper than that of similar span selection tasks in earlier years, perhaps due to the impact of the epidemic and supply and demand in China when the annotation job was submitted in 2022. The NM extraction annotation is conducted by annotators from a commercial annotation company (large enterprise) headquartered in Chengdu, Sichuan. A four-day trial annotation is conducted for bidding (seven companies participated), and the authors answered questions posted by the annotators from different companies and updated annotation guidelines accordingly. The Q&A history is maintained and updated in the formal annotation. After the pilot annotation, the quoted price from the selected company is $0.15 × 2 = 0.30$ RMB ($0.04) for each instance. The formal annotation including data acceptance is finished within one week.
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A Appendix

A.1 Clean NM Generation Data Construction

Following previous work (Vassiliou, 2006; Wang, 2017; Sun et al., 2022), we extract utterances and their corresponding speakers and NMs from scripts mostly using patterns.

A script is made up of multiple scenes. We first segment a script into scenes based on the blank lines and scene headings (e.g., EXT. (exterior spaces) and INT. (interior spaces)). In each scene, the utterance is set under its corresponding character, and the NM (if any exists) appears right after the character and is inside a parenthetical as shown in Table 10. We follow the aforementioned style format to design patterns to extract (utterance, speaker, NM) triples and the context such as previous utterances before the utterance.

Some scripts do not strictly follow the screenplay formats, and therefore an NM and its speaker may form a natural language sentence without any parentheticals as hints. We use a unified text-to-structure generation framework UIE (Lu et al., 2022), pretrained on large-scale structured and unstructured corpora. We manually annotate fourteen speaker identification instances (input: text that may contain speaker(s), NM(s), and an utterance; output: speaker of the utterance) and fine-tune UIE with them for few-shot learning. We discard instances with empty speakers and the ones with speakers of relatively confidence values (ranging from 0 to 1) less than 0.5 for quality control.

To have a rough estimation of the quality of the extracted NMs from scripts, the authors manually check the randomly sampled 50 NMs in the dev set of Script, and the extraction accuracy (or exact match) is 100.0%. It is possible to carefully design more patterns or apply supervised methods to improve the recall of script-based NM extraction: for example, extracting those NMs written in the action lines in scripts that describe what the audience or readers are meant to see or hear in the scene, and they are not enclosed in parentheses, though this task itself requires additional annotation, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

Table 10: Script sample with nonverbal messages from movie PRIDE AND PREJUDICE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Utterance</th>
<th>Nonverbal Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LYDIA</td>
<td>He’s sure to be handsome.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELIZABETH</td>
<td>(ironically) With five thousand a year, it would not matter if he had a big pink face.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BINGLEY</td>
<td>Come Darcy, I must have you dance. I hate to see you standing by yourself in this stupid manner.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR DARCY</td>
<td>(shakes his head) You know how I detest it.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We will release the extracted NM data based on scripts for research and non-commercial use.

A.2 Types of Nonverbal Messages

Kinesics: it contains body movement and facial expression (e.g., “face grew grave”), serving as an important form of nonverbal communication (Key, 1977).

Internal States: it contains two sub-types: intention (e.g., “comfort”, “exhort”, and “patch up a lie”) and inner feelings/emotions. The internal states are recognized to be associated with other types of nonverbal messages such as facial expressions (Tracy et al., 2015).

Pause: this refers to the pause that occurred before the target utterance was spoken (e.g., “stunned for a while” and “without hesitation”). Previous studies emphasize the role of pauses as they are considered as oral punctuation that conveys additional information (Cecot, 2001). This kind of information is crucial for speech applications such as audiobook reading (Hinterleitner et al., 2011).

Vocal-Related: based on analysis, we notice the majority of NMs are related to the characteristics of voice. We further categorize them into the following sub-types.

- **Addresssee**: we only consider the cases where the addressee — the person at whom the speech is directed (Clark and Carlson, 1982) — is the speaker him/herself such as “thought” and “talked to himself”, we leave exploring of the impacts of the relationship (e.g., trusting) between the speaker and the addressee(s) on nonverbal messages (Larsen and Smith, 1981) to future work.

- **Number of speakers**: when the target utterance is spoken by multiple speakers. The NMs of each speaker may be constrained by others via social rules consciously or unconsciously (Gatica-Perez, 2009).

- **Tone**: we categorize an NM into this sub-type (Ambady and Rosenthal, 1998) when there is no evidence in the texts to support that such an NM is observable through fa-
cial expressions or is one of the inner feelings/emotions, for example, “said coldly” and “said in amazement”.

• **Speed**: the speed of the speech (e.g., fast and slow).

• **Volume**: it refers to the power of a speaker’s voice, for example, “in a soft voice”.

• **Pitch**: in speech, it refers to the highness or lowness of a speaker’s voice such as “scream” and “with a deep voice”. It is regarded as an important aspect of nonverbal communication, just as speed and volume (DeVito et al., 2000).

• **Timbre**: it refers to some important traits of the voice such as age, gender, and quality of the voice (e.g., “hoarse voice”), and these factors can also influence the nonverbal communication between speakers (Siegman, 1987).

**Others**: NMs that belong to none of the above categories such as dialect, singing, and languages.

**NM Type Annotation**: the authors first go through the data and design the above types and provide examples for each type in the guideline. When the annotators conduct the NM extraction annotation, to simplify the task, they will also select one type from the given thirteen candidate types for each selected NM. The inter-rater agreement measured by Cohen’s kappa for NM typing is 0.73 based on the overlapped annotated spans by two annotators.

A.3 Human Annotation of NM Spans and Error Analysis of NM Extraction

As mentioned previously, we only keep those that occur a short time before the utterance is spoken or at the same time when there can exist several NMs in the context to ensure a high relevance between the target utterance and the annotated NMs. For example, given the preceding sentences:

Lu Washuang and Cheng Ying immediately expressed their intentions of coming along with Huang Rong. They came out of Xiangyang, went around the enemy’s camp, and went northwest. Huang Rong thought, “This time Xiang’er’s intention is to find Yang Guo…”

verb phrases such as “went around the enemy’s camp” and “went northwest” are not annotated as NMs of the speaker “Huang Rong” due to the unclear time interval based on the description.

Though NMs can be described in the context after the target utterance, we do not label those that are supported to occur after the target utterance. For example, “flew forward” is not regarded as an NM of the underlined target utterance based on the temporal clue “after he said this”, and “said” right after the speaker “Zhang CuiShan” of the target utterance is also ignored as it belongs to our defined relatively uninformative speech words.

**Before Du DaJin could respond, sub-leader Shi cut in, “Just say what you want us to do.” Zhang CuiShan said, “I’m going to break every single bone in your arms…!” After he said this, he immediately flew forward.**

**Error Analysis**: to investigate the remaining challenges of NM extraction, we analyze the performance by the NM types (Table 11). There is still plenty of room for improvement to extract accurate NMs that are body movements and addressees.

We further manually check the best-performing generative extractor’s predictions that are not exactly the same as the ground truth answers (EM=0). The common error types are (i) only one NM is extracted when multiple NMs exist (69.4%), (ii) the generated NM is incomplete compared with the single NM label (16.7%); for example, the pre-defined relatively uninformative word “道” (“said”) in “点点头道” (“nodded and said”) is not generated, and (iii) only the relatively uninformative NM is generated (5.6%). In particular, among the missed NMs, most of them belong to KINESICS (body movement 45.2% and facial expression 12.9%), followed by the feelings/emotions (25.8%) in INTERNAL STATES. For further improvement, it may be useful to increase the diversity of NME training data to involve books written by different authors or use in-context learning based on large language models such as GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) to generate weak-labeled multi-NM instances.

A.4 Data Statistics

A.5 Human Evaluation of NM Generation and Error Analysis

**Human Evaluation**: we define the following four metrics (M1–M4).

• **M1**: the RELEVANCE between the utterance and the NM based on the whole history context.

• **M2**: the FLUENCY of the NM. This metric mainly focuses on language expression such
The scores for different metrics are required to be given independently. For example, given one utterance "好, 你抓紧了, 我让你冲上云霄。" ("Okay, hold on tight, I’ll let you soar to the heavens."), the NM “看了云霄” (”look at the heaven”) is less likely to be factually sound (M3=0) based on the given context (no descriptions about the fact that speakers are in or close to heaven) though it is rated 1 in M2 (fluency). Similarly, “拿起人参看了看” (“picked up ginseng and looked at it and said”) itself is fluent, valid, and hallucination-free, a conflict exists between this NM and the given target utterance “哇, 人参都不见了。” (“Wow, all the ginsengs are gone!”). The main difference between M1 and M3 is that we mainly focus on whether an NM can be conveyed by the target speaker in the current scene regardless of the utterances from other speakers in the same scene. For example, given the input “知福哥哥的学费总算凑齐了。” [SEP]你们的恩情我永远忘不了。” (“We finally made up the rest of the tuition for Zhifu.” [SEP] “I will never forget your kindness.”), though “sings” is a valid NM (M3=1), it is irrelevant to the current context (M1=0).

Three commercial annotation teams participate in the evaluation. Given an NM generation instance (context, target utterance, NM0, NM1, NM2, NM3, NM4) wherein NM comes from Script (i.e., ground truth) or is generated by models trained with different data, we randomly shuffle the NMs and hide the system label. For each NM in an instance, four metrics are rated (0 or 1) by three annotators from different annotation teams. The human agreement (κ) on the scores is measured using the average of any two annotation teams’ Cohen’s kappa (details in Table 13). For all four metrics, κ = 0.55 (moderate agreement). When we do not consider the hallucination issue in M4 as ground truth NM label cannot be judged using this metric, κ = 0.64 (substantial agreement). On average, each instance costs 0.39 RMB ($0.06).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M1–M4</th>
<th>M1–M3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>teams a and b</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teams a and c</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teams b and c</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: Inter-rater agreement between different annotation teams for NM generation evaluation.

Error Analysis: based on the results of the best-

Table 11: The nonverbal message extraction performance by NM types on the dev set of the NME dataset (*: fewer than 10 instances fall into this category).

Table 12: Statistics of the nonverbal message generation data (pseudo-labeled: the NMs are extracted automatically by pattern-based, generative, or extractive NM extraction methods) and two dialogue/narrative understanding tasks. Novel is a subset of NovelL.

- **M3**: the VALIDITY of the NM. A generated NM rated 1 in this metric can be associated with a type of NMs (e.g., fine-grained categories defined in Section A.2), and it can be factually sound considering the conversation scene description such as time and location in the given context.

- **M4**: the FACTUAL CONSISTENCY of the NM based on the context and the target utterance. In other words, if an NM has hallucination issues (Koehn and Knowles, 2017; Rohrbach et al., 2018) involving details (e.g., characters, scenes, and objects) not mentioned previously, it should be scored zero in this metric. For example, we can not infer the addressee’s gender based on the given context in the last example in Table 7.
performing model (the last row in Table 5) on the dev set of Script, it may be helpful to further introduce commonsense knowledge from existing structured knowledge during training or via continual learning from large-scale books explicitly or implicitly. For example, the system generated NM “points to a small bottle” is less likely to happen compared with the ground truth “picks up the cup” (the first instance in Table 14), similar to the weighted edges in eventuality knowledge graph wherein the weight is defined as the frequencies of appearance of a piece of knowledge in the corpora (Zhang et al., 2020, 2022). In addition, including more books of diverse genres may alleviate some biases in script corpora. For example, NM “to a walkie-talkie” (see the full input in the second instance in Table 14) appears more frequently in the training set of Script than NovelL (0.167% vs. 0.001%).

### A.6 Evaluation of Verbal-Nonverbal Message Generation

We have shown that automatically extracted (context, utterance, NM) triples can benefit NM generation (Table 5). Another interesting question is whether the automatically extracted data can also be helpful when we aim to generate both an utterance and its corresponding NM, which is more challenging than NM generation. We use a similar formulation as that of the NM generation while we change the input to $U = \{u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_{k-1}\}$ and speaker $s_k$ of utterance $u_k$, and we use the concatenation of $u_k$ and $n = \{n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_m\}$ as the output. We include the speaker information as there may exist multiple person entities in the previous context, and we are only interested in a certain speaker. We further process the labels by enclosing the nonverbal message with parentheses to generate structured results, motivated by the script formats (Figure 4). As a preliminary study, we experiment with T5 as the backbone model. We observe that, surprisingly, a model trained with weakly-labeled data constructed by any of our extractors can already achieve better performance than the same baseline trained with clean data (Table 15). However, we find that the lack of diversity is the main issue, reflected by the low DIST1/DIST2 scores. It might be useful to introduce more previous utterances or narratives as history context.

#### A.7 Enriched Examples of Downstream Tasks and Error Analysis

As introduced in Section 6.5, we add an NM right after each utterance or narrative in the original text input of a downstream task and keep all others the same. See examples for each task in Table 16.

We mainly analyze the wrong instances after the NMs are added to the original task inputs while they can be predicted correctly by the previous baseline. We notice that systems may be distracted by the newly added NMs especially when they are not highly relevant to the question and the conversation is short. For example, the NM “smiles” may distract the system from understanding the unspoken real intention (Table 17), though for human readers it seems that they do not intervene in the original expression.

#### A.8 Backbone Models, Hyper-Parameters, and Evaluation Metrics

We compare the backbone models in Table 19 and list hyper-parameters for three types of tasks in Table 18. We choose the two encoder models due to their superior performance in Chinese natural understanding tasks (Cui et al., 2021). We do not consider Chinese decoder models as publicly available models such as GPT-2\(^{11}\) released by Zhao et al. (2019) are usually pre-trained on a relatively small scale corpus (Xu et al., 2020).

We follow extractive machine reading comprehension (span extraction) studies (e.g., (Rajpurkar et al., 2016)) using exact match and macro-averaged F1, which measures the average overlap between the extracted NM and the ground truth NM, both treated as bags of characters. We compute the average of the F1 over all of the NM extraction instances. A similar computation is conducted for the macro-averaged recall mentioned in Section 4.1. We use the NLTK tokenizer (Bird et al., 2009) if English words are also included in texts. We use the public evaluation code released by (Xu et al., 2020) to NM extraction.

Following previous dialogue response generation studies (e.g., (Celikyilmaz et al., 2020)), we use F1 as well as ROUGE-1 (measuring the overlap

\(^{11}\)huggingface.co/aer/gpt2-chinese-cluecorpussmall.
Table 14: More NM generation system outputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>train</th>
<th>model</th>
<th>type</th>
<th>FI</th>
<th>ROUGE-1</th>
<th>ROUGE-L</th>
<th>DIST-1</th>
<th>DIST-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Script</td>
<td>T5base</td>
<td>direct</td>
<td>7.09 (0.12)</td>
<td>22.96 (0.30)</td>
<td>20.81 (0.23)</td>
<td>3.43 (0.11)</td>
<td>12.70 (0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>T5base</td>
<td>direct</td>
<td>7.10 (0.10)</td>
<td>23.71 (0.18)</td>
<td>20.81 (0.16)</td>
<td>3.58 (0.09)</td>
<td>14.54 (0.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>T5base</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>7.25 (0.07)</td>
<td>23.77 (0.15)</td>
<td>20.87 (0.17)</td>
<td>5.04 (0.09)</td>
<td>22.23 (0.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>T5base</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>7.28 (0.06)</td>
<td>23.74 (0.14)</td>
<td>21.00 (0.11)</td>
<td>5.14 (0.12)</td>
<td>22.40 (0.37)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15: The utterance-nonverbal generation performance on the dev set of the Script data (averaged score over five runs with different seeds).

Table 16: Modified instances from downstream dialogue/narrative understanding tasks C3D (*: correct answer option) and EWECT.

Table 17: Negative example from the C3D dataset showing that adding NMs in the current way is not always helpful (*: correct answer option).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>task</th>
<th>model</th>
<th># of epochs</th>
<th>LR</th>
<th>batch</th>
<th>MaxLen</th>
<th>TSLen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NM extraction</td>
<td>RoBERTa-wwm-ext-large</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3e-5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MacBERT</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3e-5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T5Large</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3e-4</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BARTLarge</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2e-5</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DialBARTlarge</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2e-5</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM generation</td>
<td>T5Large</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3e-4</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BARTLarge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2e-5</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DialBARTlarge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2e-5</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRC</td>
<td>RoBERTa-wwm-ext-large</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2e-5</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emotion class</td>
<td>emotion class</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3e-4</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 18: Hyper-parameters settings for different fine-tuning tasks (LR: learning rate; TSLen: target sequence length).

of unigrams between the reference and hypothesis texts) and ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004) (measuring the longest matching sequence using longest common subsequence) to message the overlap between the generated NM and the ground truth. A public Python library is used for computing ROUGE scores.\(^{12}\) We implement DIST-1 and DIST-2 — the number of distinct unigrams and bigrams divided by the total number of generated characters — following (Li et al., 2016) to evaluate the diversity of the generated text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>size</th>
<th>task</th>
<th>type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RoBERTa-wwm-ext-large</td>
<td>324M</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>encoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacBERT</td>
<td>324M</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>encoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5Large</td>
<td>231M</td>
<td>E, G</td>
<td>encoder-decoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARTLarge</td>
<td>406M</td>
<td>E, G</td>
<td>encoder-decoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DialBARTlarge</td>
<td>406M</td>
<td>E, G</td>
<td>encoder-decoder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 19: Descriptions about the Chinese backbone models (E/G: extraction/generation).

\(^{12}\)https://github.com/pltrdy/rouge.